
Object Oriented Programming (in Java)
Lab Exercise: Serialization
Introduction
In this lab exercise, you will work through my sample code that

implements serialization for the Student and CourseInformation

classes. You should be able to complete this exploratory task

within the 2-hour lab period.

Show me you work when complete. (Bonus if completed before

class.)

The Detailed Steps

Acquiring the Tools

• Download the sample code from my website.

• Download xvi32, a well-written freeware HexEditor tool. (I've

provided a link on my website.) This tool allows you inspect

the contents of any file on a byte-by-byte basis in its binary

format. Here's a screen shot. The left side of the screen shows

the byte-by-byte hexadecimal values. The right side shows the

corresponding ASCII interpretation. You can see that I have

already loaded a file and selected 53 74 75 64 65 6E 74, which

corresponds to the ASCII characters Student.

• Build a Java project. Note that there are two main() methods:

that's alright. One is a simpler test; the other, more complex.

The simpler one manages a single Student object and this

main() is embedded in the class StudentTest. The more complex

one manages an array of Student objects (where the array size

is defined at runtime by the program user); this more complex

one is embedded in the class StudentArrayTest.

Run and Document the Simple Tests

• Before running the StudentTest version of the program, set

breakpoints on these two lines:

out.writeObject(sGeorge);

Student sDiskedBasedStudent = (Student) in.readObject();

• Run the program in the Build mode (menu selection 1) and

document the process: that is, what did you enter as values for

the Student object that you created (that is, the student name,

course names and course grades). You can document this by

capturing the output of the console window1.

• When at the beakpoint for out.writeObject(sGeorge);use the

debugger to inspect the runtime, memory resident data.

• Run xvi32 to open the resulting serialized file and print the

results. On the printed output mark the String values in the file

that correspond to the class and variable names, as well as the

input you documented in the previous step.

• Run the StudentTest version of the program a second time, this

time choosing to Restore the serialized file (menu selection 2).

Allow the in.readObject() method to execute. Using the

variables window in Eclipse, inspect the objects to see if they

were restored correctly.

Run and Document the More Complex Tests

• Run the StudentArrayTest version of the program in the Build

mode (menu selection 1) and document the process: that is,

how many students did you create, and what did you enter as

values for each of the Student objects that you created (that is,

the student name, course names and course grades). Again, you

can document this by capturing the output of the console

window.

• Run xvi32 to open the resulting serialized file and print the

results. Highlight and label the elements in the file that

correspond to the process you documented in the previous step.

Document class and variable names, as well as the input you

entered when you ran the program.

• Run the StudentArrayTest version of the program a second

time, selecting the Restore mode (menu selection 2) and

execute to the breakpoint. Allow the in.readObject() method to

execute. Using the variables window in Eclipse, inspect the

objects to see if they were restored correctly.

What to Show Me

StudentTest Version

Show me the console output from the run of StudentTest and the

corresponding printout of xvi32. Label enough of the xvi32 output

to convince me that you can find the corresponding elements.

StudentArrayTest Version

Show me the console output from the run of StudentArrayTest and

the corresponding printout from xvi32. Label enough of the xvi32

output to convince me that you can find the corresponding

elements (including one of the int grade values).

1 With focus in the Console window of Eclipse, you can type

<Ctrl-a> to select all the text, then <Ctrl-c> to copy it to the

operating system clipboard. Finally, you can paste the copied

text into some other tool (such as Word) using <Ctrl-v>


